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1. Introduction 
Figure 1: New Guinea island and 
Arnele-speaking area (generated by WALS 2005) 
Amele is a Trans-New Guinea language 
with a rigid SOY word order and is spoken 
in Madang Province, the north-west coastal 
area of New Guinea Island (Figure 1 ). I have 
been conducting fieldwork there and have 
found that narrative discourse and other 
, spoken data show that Amele might change 
its word order in accordance with topic and 
comment. This study tries to clarify the 
information structure and its functional 
mechanism. Moreover, this study also 
considers prosody data. Nose (2014) has 
already pointed out its information structure and discourse markers, but this study will add new data 
regarding prosody and reconsider its behaviors. We will discuss the behaviors of Amele discourse and 
describe information structure from usage-based terms. 
Previously, Amele has been described by Roberts ( 1989) and more recently by Roberts (20 16), 
but these studies were conducted using the Haia dialect and nowadays there are fewer speakers than 
before. This paper collected folk tales translated from English (Nose and Neret 2015) and several 
sayings and proverbs of the Amele language, in particular from the Huar dialed . 
In this article, section 2 is a summary of previous studies on information structure in general and 
grammatical studies of the languages of Papua New Guinea. Section 3 demonstrates the data and 
analyzes them in regard to information structure and prosody. Section 4 is a discussion of Amele 
discourse and section 5 is the conclusion. 
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2. Preliminary studies on information structure and the languages of Papua New Guinea 
This section shows a summary of previous studies on information structure and then introduces 
grammatical observations on the languages of Papua New Guinea. Finally, the methodology of this 
study will be shown. 
There has been a long tradition of studying information structure since the Prague School. 
Recently, there have been several studies in associated discourses (Li 1976, Andersen 1983, 
Lambrecht 1994, Downing & Noonan 1995, Dooley and Levinsohm 2001, Robles 2017). The 
concepts of topic, comment and focus can be defined cross-linguistically and they can be adopted in 
specific languages such as Japanese, Hungarian and Tok Pisin (cf. Masuoka 2004, Kiss 2002, Sankoff 
1993, Veenstra & den Besten 1994). However, their grammatical realizations are different from 
language to language. 
When we consider information structure, there are four layers underlying a sentence ( cf. 
Lambrecht 1994: ch1.2. ). There are three steps for analyzing information structure: first, 
morphosyntax; second, semantics; and third, pragmatics. Additionally, we can consider the clue of 
sound or prosody. For example, the sentence in Tok Pisin demonstrates the following descriptions as in 
(1). 
( 1) Tok Pisin: 




this book past give you yesterday 
I gave this book to you yesterday. 
Topic: this book, focus: gave 
DISPELA BUK mi bin givim yu asde (capital letters in emphasis) 
Tok Pisin has a rigid SVO word order, but the order can be changed by topicalization. As well as 
fronting the element "dispel buk," the speaker puts emphasis on the words ( cf. Sankoff 1993, Veenstra 
& den Besten 1994, and Nose 2015). 
In contrast, Japanese has a topic marker -wa, as in (2). Japanese generally has a subject marker 
-ga, but -wa can be added to indicate a topic. Therefore, in (2c), both -wa and -ga can be used to 
express a more complicated information structure (cf. Masuoka 2004: ch1). 
(2) Japanese: wa (topic marker) and ga (subject marker): 
a. Watashi-wa hon-o yomu. 
!-topic book-accusative read. present 
"As for me, I read a book." 
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b. Watashi-ga hon-o yomu. 
!-subject 
"I read a book." 
c. Watashi-wa kono hon-ga sukida. 
1-topic this book-subject like.present 
"As for me, I like this book." 
Through my field interviews in Papua New Guinea, I want to clarify the information structure in 
Amele, and for this purpose, I collected data and analyzed how Amele speakers deal with information 
and which kinds of grammatical means they use (Nose 2014, 2015). Amele has a rigid SOV word 
order, and it depends on morphology too much (Roberts 1989, Nose 2013). 
(3) Amele: SOV order (Roberts 1989:227): 
Uqa JO cehe-na. 
he house build-3s.present 
"He is building a house." 
According to Roberts (1987), there are several means of emphasis in the sentences, as in (4). These 
means are related to information structure in Amele. 
(4) Emphasis: (Roberts 1987:140-145, also Nose 2014) 
a. intonation/intensity 
b. particle expressing affirmation: ao, cece, omom (yes) 
c. emphatic mood particle: ijom, om (emphatic mood) 
d. adverbial expression mete (truly), dih/himec Gust/only), bahic (very) 
Specifically, (4a) is a prosodic issue and the others (4b-d) can be added as emphatic markers in 
sentences. Amele speakers use their language in the spoken form instead of the written form, and they 
can utilize prosodic cues and discourse markers to command information structure. 
Previously, Nose (2014) summarized the informational behaviors ofAmele sentences as in (5). 
(5) Grammatical options regarding information structure in Amele: (Nose 2014: 110) 
a. Clause internal: verbal agreement and switch reference 
b. Clause external: 
i. emphasis (focus): (4b-d) in Roberts (1987:140-145), pre-verb position 
ii. topicalization (changing orders), demonstrative uju 
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iii. postposition nu, conjunction odocob, verb madoga2 
This paper adds more texts with recorded sounds and considers the data in terms of prosody and 
analyzes discourse functions. Furthermore, it is necessary to point out complex sentences in Amele, 
particularly in regard to switch reference. This study must define the phenomena of switch reference in 
terms of information structure (see also Reesink 1983, Nose 2014). Roberts (1987: 292-305) 
explained the excessive switch reference system in Amele. Switch references occur in two sequential 
sentences, which is also the case in the neighboring Trans-New Guinea languages Waskia and Siroi 
(Reesink 1983). If the subjects of the first and second sentences are the same, an SS (same subject) 
marking is added to the verb inflections of the first sentence. If the subjects of the first and second 
sentences are different, a DS (different subject) marking is added to the same verb inflections. This 
switch reference can control information flow among subjects. An SS marking indicates unmarked and 
natural information flow; conversely, aDS marking draws listeners' attention to unnatural discourse. 
The examples in ( 6) are sentences from Huar, in which this system has practical uses in everyday 
discourse. 
(6) Huar: Switch reference (my data) 
a. Ija buk uqa uti-mig, ija mosbi nuiga. 
I book he give-1 s.SS.past Port Moresby go-1s.past 
"I gave the book to him and I left Mosbi." 
b. Ija buk uqa ut-ein, uqa sianeya. 
read-3s.past I book he give-1s.DS.past he 
"I gave the book to him and he read it." 
Amele can change word order in spoken discourse despite its rigid order. As in (7), its word order 
is not free at all and there are some restrictions. 
(7) a. Sein onoc hel 
Sein (village name) here cave 
b. Hel ja-ac bahic Sein onoc. 
c. *Ja-ac bahic he! Sein onoc. 
d. *Sein onoc ja-ac-bahic hel. 
"The cave in beautiful in Sein." 
ja-ac bahic. 
beautiful 
Moreover, passive meaning can be realized by changing word order, as shown in (8) (Nose 2014). 
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(8) a. Jesus asrec melait oso qagadon. 
Jesus black girl one kill-3s.past 
"Black Jesus killed one girl." 
b. Melait uju Jesus asrec qagadon. 
girl that Jesus black kill-3s.past 
"That girl is killed by Black Jesus." 
Therefore, we confirm that Amele has several ways of managing information structure, primarily 
prosody, changing order, and using discourse markers (cf. Schiffrin 1988, Wichmann 2005, Heine 
20 13). This study explores information structures of Ame1e and their behaviors in discourses. 3 
3. Data of Amele sentences 
This section deals with the data of Amele, and this study utilizes two kinds of texts: one is a 
translation of a folk tale and the other is proverbs and traditional sayings with sound data. Both texts 
were recorded in summer 2016. 
3.1. Folk tale translation texts 
Nose and Neret (2015) translated several world folk tales from English to both Amele and Tok 
Pisin: Snow White, Hansel and Gretel, and The Three Little Pigs. This study particularly investigated 
Snow White. The texts were translated into both Amele and Tok Pisin by one Amele consultant, and 
the texts were confirmed later by some Amele speakers. The texts have characteristics of narratives: 
spoken, storytelling, and frequent uses of odocob ("then, and then") (Nose 2014). Also, there are 
several word-to-word translations from the English texts. Moreover, the remote tense forms are 
frequently observed to indicate the narrative-story. There are several characteristics of deciding and 
organizing information flow and information structure. In (9), the verb form aal-men means "died" in 
the remote past tense, because the story is considered to have happened long ago. The temporal adverb 
yar osona ("one year") has moved to the first position by a fronting movement. 
(9) Snow White 2: 
Yaaar osona Queen uqa aal-men, 
Year one Queen she die-remote past 
"The queen died the following year," 
In (10), there are two conjunctions, odocob ("and then") and baa ("but"), and these conjunctions 
connect the sentences and organize the information flow. Moreover, we can find obligatory subjects 
and the adverb odi ("such"), which indicates the following discourse. 
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(10) Snow White 2: 
Inda uqa maha igina aya ja ac bahic biliya, 
Who she would this girl very beautiful be( copula) 
odocob doud uqa odi madon ina himec aya ja ac bahic 
then mirror it such tell you only girl very beautiful 
baa Snow White uqa ina naagodi wall-hec. 
But she you little bit overcome 
"She asked her usual question, the answer came: My lady queen is fair to see, but Snow White is 
fairer than she." 
In ( 11 ), the first element witic uju-na ("at that night") is situated by fronting and the conjunction 
odocob connects the sentences. The demonstrative pronoun uju conveys the meanings of "this" and 
"that"4, and it is used to indicate partly a demonstrative function and partly a complementizer in 
discourses. 
(11) Snow White 3: 
Witic uju-na uqan abi-aya uju madocob qe uur uju iriton. 
Night this-at his work-girl this telling bear this cook 
Odocob uqa isdon uju Snow White uur iri-teya onjigina ec isdon. 
And then she thinks that SW liver cook for me to eat think 
"That night she ordered the cook to put them in a stew and she ate them for dinner, thinking that she 
had eaten the lungs and liver of Snow White." 
In (12), switch reference is observed, and it means "the dwarfs look and she cries in terror" by 
expressing DSs in complex sentences. 
(12) Snow White 6: 
Odocob nacbataak oso Snow White tri-don, 
Then dwarf one SW woke 
odocob Snow White ameg oso dumec nacbataak fimec umun imec eu igi on bili odon. 
Then SW eye one open dwarf look afraid cry that close to 
"One of the dwarfs woke Snow White, and when she opened her eyes, she screamed in terror." 
Overall, in folk-tale texts, the SOV word order is maintained, but the adjuncts (adverbs such as 
temporals, the demonstrative uju, and the conjunction odocob) can be found at the beginning and are 
related to the fronting movement. These adverbial elements have the function of organizing 
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information flow, and the demonstrative uju is used to indicate that the element is available in the 
discourse (Robles 2017). 
3.2. Traditional proverbs in Amele 
In the next section, this study analyzes the relationship between information structure and 
prosody. I have collected and recorded traditional proverbs and sayings in the field. The texts have 
characteristics of more natural expression than the translated texts. In contrast, eve1y example is either 
a simple or a complex sentence and thus they lack the features of discourse. Also, the discourse 
markers such as odocob (" then") and the demonstrative uju ("this/that") are not observed. 
In (13) , the sentence is a kind of serial verb "go" and "eat," and the sentence has no intonation 
change. There is no stress in a neutral sentence and no intonation change in it. If we put the stress on a 
certain element, this element can indicate a certain impmiance or emphasis in information. 
(13) a. Qasil man fluule nm mali jena on. 
morning bird go wonn eat.present 
"Every time early bird gets wonn" 
b. Qasil man fluule nui mali je on fo? 
Neutral sentence (13a): 
Qasil man fluule nui mali Jena on 
Intonation data: 
In (13), we can create the question "Does a morning bird always get a worm?" by putting the question 
markerfo at the fmal position of the sentence as in (13b) . In a sentence that is a question, stress can be 
put on the final question markerfo; moreover, intonation has risen in front of the question markerfo. 
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Question sentence (13b): 
Qasil man fluule nut mali jena on fo 
Intonation: 
Alternatively, the adverb himec ("only, just") can be used to indicate emphasis, as in (14). 
(14) Qasil himec man fluule nui mali jena on. 
only/just 
"It is the morning that birds always get wonns." 
In example ( 15), the sentence has an SOY word order and does not show any significant prosody. 
(15) a. Mala gaid 
chicken always 
maha gons dona on. 
ground scrape ground 
"Chicken scrape the ground." 
Negative sentence: 
b. Mala gaid maha goris qee (not) dona on 
However, in ( 15b ), the negative particle qee has an emphasis and this element automatically becomes 
the focus . In (16), we further explore the usage of the adverb himec. The adverb himec can be put in 
(16a-c) but not in (d-e). This means that the adverb himec cannot appear in front of the verb (d) or 




a. Mala himec gaid maha goris dona on. 
b. Mala gaid himec maha goris dona on. 
c. Mala gaid maha himec goris dona on. 
d. *Mala gaid maha goris himec dona on. 
e. *Mala gaid maha goris dona on himec. 
Overall, we can summarize some observations. In neutral sentences, there is no special stress on 
each word. The adverb element himec has an emphasis when it is placed after the word ("X himec"). 
Moreover, the element himec cannot be put on the verb. In negative sentences, the negative particle 
qee is placed before the verb, and this qee has a stress. In interrogative sentences, the question marker 
fo is used at the final position. Question sentences have an upward intonation in front of the question 
markerfo5. 
4. Discussion 
This section discusses word order and discourse in Amele, and, finally, we specify the 
information structures and the related functions working in Amele discourses (cf. Dixon 2010: ch. 7, 
Foley 2000). This study tries to clarify information structures as well as topic and focus in Amele, and 
we discuss the following three points: (1) word order and discourse functions and (2) roles of prosody. 
4.1. Word order and discourse 
First, we discuss how the rigid word order deals with information structure in Amele. Moreover, 
this study needs to look at the mechanics of topic and focus in grammar. As stated, the basic word 
order is SOY, and this study confirmed this order tendency in the examples of 3.1. and 3.2. Thus, we 
can claim that word order in Amele is rigid like in English and in Chinese, but its grammatical 
relations are included in verbal inflections (such as person and number), and other grammatical 
features (pronouns, demonstratives, and discourse markers) are also utilized. Amele has a limited 
choice of postpositions, and direct and indirect objects do not have markers. Therefore, their 
grammatical relations are determined by their positions in the sentence. As we observed in English and 
in Tok Pisin, its syntactic positions are stronger than its information structure. However, in some 
situations, Amele has some flexibility of changing orders (such as fronting), as discussed later. 
When we consider topic and focus structure in Amele, we consider two usages: topicalization by 
fronting (8) and creating focus by placing in a preverbal position and by inserting the adverb himec 
("just, only") (14). 
(8b) Meiait uju Jesus asrec qagadon. 
girl that Jesus black kill-3s.past 
"That girl is killed by Black Jesus." 
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(15b) Negative sentence: 
Mala gaid maha goris qee dona on 
"Chicken does not scrape the ground." 
(14) Qasil himec man fluule nui mali jena on. 
"It is the morning that birds always get worms." 
As an alternative, Roberts (1987) explained that topica1ization can be achieved with a double subject 
by using the pronominal copy strategy, as shown in ( 19). In this case, dana i ("this man") is 
topicalized. The element "i" is a demonstrative pronoun meaning "this." 
(19) Dana uqa hoia. 
man this 3s come-3s-today's past 
"This man, he came" (Roberts 1987: 146). 
Moreover, the demonstrative uju is used to indicate the pre-mentioned or thing/person in place, and it 
has a function oftopica1ization as in (20). 
(20) Snow White 8: 
Odocob Queen uju fimec gareibilei uqan udun-na haun eselen. 
Then Queen that look happy her place back go 
"The queen, cackling with joy, went back to her castle." 
4.2. Prosody data 
Next, we discuss how prosody works in Amele discourse. With the help of emphasis and 
prosodic clues, speakers can add some semantic or pragmatic nuance to a sentence without changing 
the word order. 
(21 )a. Mere witic gaid sab warena on. 
Flying fox night every food find.3s.present 




Mere witic gaid sab 
(21) b. Question: Mere witic gaid sab warena on fo (warena fo?). 
(21) c. Negative: Mere witic gaid sab qee warena on. 
13:27.0 
warena on 
The example (21 a) is an affirmative and neutral sentence; it does not have a stress and the intonation is 
flat. Although stress can be placed every time and anywhere in a sentence (such as "Mere witic gaid 
sab warena on"), when the sentence is interrogative or negative, the stress is put in front of tbe 
question marker fo (21 b) or the negative particle qee itself (21 c). Robe11s ( 1989) pointed out that 
prosodic clues (intonation and stress) are used to express emphasis, but this study found that fronting 
and demonstrative usage are more important than stress and intonation changes, because prosodic 
characteristics in Amele are basic and show no peculiar pattem. 
Finally, tllis study claims that prosody and spoken data are very important, because Amele is not a 
written language. However, this study did not find anything special in terms of spoken data. Perhaps 
discourse markers carry many kinds of organizing information and we need further study of them. 
5. Conclusion 
As a result of analyzing the data, this study not only reconfirmed the rigid SOY word order but 
also found that there are other means of organizing information, including changing the word order. 
Amele speakers utilize partly grammatical means by using conjunctions, demonstratives, and fronting 
and partly prosodic cues. Moreover, we found frequent uses of complex clauses (using the switch 
reference system). 
Although the SOY word order is rigid, the element (noun , adverbials) can move quite free ly; in 
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particular, fronting is an important movement and can topicalize the element. Additionally, the 
conjunction odocob plays a role as a discourse marker, which connects discourses, and the 
demonstrative uju can help to create a topic in the sentence. Also, the adverb himec indicates emphasis 
on the element, sometimes focusing. Focus is automatically specified in questions and negative 
sentences with stress or intonation rise. The final factor is switch reference in complex sentences. A 
switch reference distinguishes the same (SS) and different subjects (DS) in complex sentences, and 
this grammar is a principle of topic continuity and occurs frequently in Amele discourse. 
Notes 
Abbreviations: present: present tense; past: past tense; 3s: third person singular; SS: same subject; DS: 
different subject. 
1. Nose (2013) has already pointed out the grammatical differences between Haia and Huar dialects. 
2. This usage is parallel to the following usages in Tok Pisin: yu tok/yu toktok ("you say") and mi tok 
("I tell you"). The usage madoga is considered to have been directly borrowed from Tok Pisin. 
3. Furthermore, Roberts ( 198 7 :206) described that there is no cleft or pseudo-cleft construction in 
Amele. However, this study found that the usages of the relative clause can carry a kind of 
cleft-operation, as shown in (i). 
(i) Sab mc wele irya. 
food mother already cook 
"The food which mama has already cooked." 
4. Roberts (1989: 215) described that there are three kinds of demonstrative pronouns. I ("this") 
indicates the demonstrative of near the speaker and eu ("that") means near the hearer, and this eu 
can be used as a complementizer. The third one is ou ("that") and indicates neither the speaker nor 
the hearer. Strangely, Roberts (1989) did not describe the usage of uju ("this"/"that"), which is 
another demonstrative. 
5. In question sentences with the question marker fo, the element on (which is considered to be a 
portmanteau morpheme of person/number/tense) can be omitted (see also (21) in chapter 4). 
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